INTRODUCING VINCENT T. EDWARDS
MR. SPEAKER
The inimitable Vincent T. Edwards with prescribed
productiveness and unquenchable resolve has been
instrumental in transforming the way audiences
understand that sustainable excellence is well within
their reach.
A consummate professional himself, Vincent began enthusiastically sharing wisdom and
eloquence as a professional speaker and radio host. He has interviewed hundreds of
professionals across every industry and established many friendships because of his informed
yet engaging style of inquiry to his guests.
Drawing from his business acumen, Vincent founded Blessed Enterprises in 1998 and used his
experience as a human resources director for the State of Florida, management experience with
the Marriot Corporation and his service to our country as a non-commissioned Army supply
officer during the Gulf War to cultivate and refine his vision. Blessed Enterprise has since
grown into a multi-platform entity with a focus on motivating, training, and enhancing the skills
of both our youth and our current business and industry leaders while continuing to expand its
transformative footprint as a voice for faith-based, civic and governmental organizations.
Since the establishment of Blessed Enterprise, Vincent T. Edwards has spoken to a plethora of
diverse audiences including representatives from Wal-mart, Tallahassee Memorial Health Care,
The United Way, Florida State University, Florida A&M University, The Boys and Girls Club
and more.
His over two decades of experience in leadership and personal development has also provided a
basis for the creation of a growing inventory of motivational products and services. Thousands
of his listeners have also benefited enormously from his witty, powerful, and thought-provoking
keynote speeches, sermons, and training all over the country.
Vincent, a native Floridian, born in Pompano Beach, now resides in Tallahassee, FL and is a
devoted husband and father to his wife, April and their son, Isaiah.
Please join me in welcoming Vincent T. Edwards “Mr. Speaker”!!!!
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